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ABSTRACT
With the increasing amount of multimedia content on the web
added as user generated content in Web 2.0 websites,
conventional multimedia information retrieval is presented with
new challenges. It is no longer possible to rely only on meta-data
based retrieval but to consider also content based techniques
combined with the collective knowledge generated by users’
contributions and geo-referenced meta-data. Tagging is a modest
way to annotate such documents and fails to capture a full
semantic description of the document content. This report
concerns ongoing research to investigate a means to identify,
model and utilise semantic descriptions of the user-generated
content in Web 2.0 documents using a hybrid approach. The
approach consists of three main components, natural language
processing, image analysis and a shared knowledge base. In this
paper we describe the complete model but, as the image analysis
component is in its early stages, the results focus on the natural
language processing and the knowledge base. We show that the
additional use of these components can improve retrieval and
analysis performance over that based only on Web 2.0 tags.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Web is a multimedia environment, which makes for complex
semantics [1]. The use of the Web to publish items such as
pictorial collections, music and videos in great numbers is
supported by the improvement in storage and network
technologies. Websites such as Youtube, Flickr, Facebook, and
Fotopages are among the most popular examples of the Web 2.0
trend. They allow people and communities to share, tag and
describe their multimedia content in an interactive environment.
The Web 2.0 term was coined not primarily to introduce a vision,
but to describe the current state in Web engineering [2].
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The popularity of Web 2.0 has made a significant contribution to
the increase in the number of web pages and multimedia content
on the Web. Flickr had more than 3 billon images by the end of
2008 and is adding thousands of images per minute. Although
most of the Web 2.0 websites do provide text based searching to
find images by mapping query concepts with words in image
titles, descriptions or tags, access has become more difficult as the
number of photos has increased. Photos are often poorly
annotated and the query is typically done by two to three words
only.
Furthermore, the documents/images are usually represented in the
form of a flat text index. The text index consists of terms,
frequencies based on the occurrences of the terms and term
weights which statistically indicate their importance. The
statistical methods lack precision and they fail to extract the
semantics to represent the main concepts of the document [3]. For
instance, searching for images related to two keywords “Tourism”
and “Malaysia”, using the Flickr searching mechanisms returns
9336 images using a full text method and 8105 images using the
tag based search1. To use the results, a user needs to filter the
answers themselves by reading the returned documents.
Managing information within Web 2.0 documents presents new
challenges to conventional multimedia information retrieval
(MIR). There is a need to rely not only on meta-data but also on
content based information retrieval combined with the collective
knowledge generated by users’ contributions and geo-referenced
meta-data that is captured during the creation process [4]. We
believe that content generated by users contains fruitful
information which could be very useful to improve the
information retrieval. However, its informal nature makes it much
harder to structure them using traditional annotation. Therefore,
we propose a hybrid approach to Web 2.0 information
management, an integration of natural language analysis, image
analysis and the use of knowledge bases, to tackle the richness of
user generated content in Web 2.0 documents and to exploit some
of the benefits of semantic web technologies.
This paper is organized into the following sections. The next
section provides the background and related work. Section 3
describes the approach employed in modelling the semantic
description of the documents. Section 4 provides preliminary
results and discussion and finally, section 5 concludes the work
done and briefly describes the future work.
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2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND
RELATED WORK

2.1.2 Information identification using Natural
Language Processing

Community involvement in annotating (tagging) multimedia
content form a Web scale collaboration activity and seem to be
very supportive to cope with the increasing amount of multimedia
content on the Web. Folksonomies arise when a large number of
people are interested in a particular domain and are encouraged to
describe it, creating a loose taxonomy [5]. These folksonomies
will become more stable, gradually maturing over time [6] and
may eventually provide a good solution to overcome knowledge
acquisition problems - previously stated as the major issue for
many knowledge based systems. However, folksonomies may be
too semantically loose to be able to guarantee sufficient accuracy
in information content representation [7].

As text is the most used medium in delivering information on
Web document content (including Web 2.0), it is crucial to be
able to identify and represent the content in an efficient and
effective manner. Natural language processing is a common
approach used to tackle the issue. Most of the research is
concerned with identifying and extracting information from
unstructured text in HTML format and translating such
information into a semantic web language such as XML or RDF
[10, 11]. Analyses have been done on conventional Web
documents, which are well documented and created by experts. In
these investigations, the analysis is semi-automatic and is
supported by user feedback and ontology.

Furthermore, based on our own observations, users are not
providing enough information to describe their own material
effectively, which may leads to issues in information retrieval and
trustworthiness of the provided information. Therefore, even
though tags do provide additional information to documents,
relying on users alone to tag/annotate such documents may not
necessarily solve the problem. To overcome this, a formal
knowledge representation or ontology is used to bridge the
semantic gap between the emergence of folksonomies and the
Semantic Web. Ontologies can be used for standardization and,
through their use, the content and knowledge generated from Web
2.0 can be structured.

2.1.3 Image Semantic Analysis

Considering the Semantic Web, there is a gap between textual and
non-textual (multimedia) materials on the Web. Researches in
textual material have already made a remarkable impact on the
Semantic Web and there are many text content analysis
approaches, which have been applied successfully for extracting
semantic descriptions to cope with the requirement of the
Semantic Web. Nevertheless, for multimedia documents, there is a
significant growth in Web 2.0 but exploiting Semantic Web
technologies for these is still in its infancy. The Web 2.0 intention
is to provide flexibility in terms of presentation and user
interaction primarily to human readers [8] while for the Semantic
Web, the main intention is for machine readable and processable
content [9]. The realization of the Semantic Web requires
information to be explicit and accessible directly by machine but
some of its methodologies can assist with retrieval for humans as
well.

2.1 Related Work
We classified the related work into three groups.

2.1.1 Annotation of multimedia content using tags.
There is an increasing interest in annotating multimedia content
(namely images) in Web 2.0 documents by creating tag
recommendation systems [14]-[17]. In [14] and [17], a tag cooccurrence method which is an asymmetric metric has been used
as the key to their approach to identifying related tags, while [15]
used a symmetric metric to find similar tags. Nevertheless, the
analysis done in such research does not convey any semantics in
representing the content of the image. Unlike [14], [15], and [17],
the work done in [16] attempted to tag images semantically based
on categories such as landmarks, places and visual descriptors.
The analysis was done using only geo-tagged images, as the focus
is to find places and landmarks of the images.

Describing image semantics often revolves around four key
questions which are who, what, where and when, which would
help in understanding what the image is and what it is about [19].
These questions were reformulated to describe the semantic facets
of an image which combine object, spatial, temporal and
activity/event facets from [20] with abstract and related concepts
facet, and also context and topic facet, which capture the highest
level in global semantic content of the image [21]. Nevertheless,
current content based image retrieval systems typically index the
images based on their low level features such as colour, shape and
texture and very few attempt to really capture the higher semantic
levels for retrieval. Many papers have documented the value of
content based image analysis including for example previous
work here on museum collections [22].

3. MODELING IMAGE SEMANTIC
DESCRIPTIONS – THE HYBRID
APPROACH
Figure 1 illustrates the overall process in our hybrid approach. In
general, the approach consists of three main components, text
analyzer, image analyzer and the knowledge bases. The text
analyzer aims to capture text-based information that can be useful
to represent the content and context of an image. The aim of the
image analyzer is to identify objects and scenes from the image
itself, and to analyse its Exif metadata.

3.1 Experiment Setup
To initiate the study, we are using Web documents from the Flickr
website as our input resources. Flickr is an exemplar of a Web 2.0
website - an online photography management website that
provides a means for photo publication, storing, sharing and
searching (Flickr (2007)). The Flickr repository can be accessed
directly by using the Flickr API2. So far, we have extracted 2000
documents related to Tourism in Malaysia. For each image
extracted, we store its EXIF metadata and its description in XML
format. At this stage, the analysis is only done on the textual
description of the images and the Exif metadata will be analysed
in the Image Analysis Stage.
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Figure 1. The Processes Workflow Overview of the Hybrid
Approach

3.2 Text Analyser Component
For each image submitted for analysis, its textual description is
processed by the text analyzer component. The text analyzer
component consists of two NLA tools which are GATE [13] and
the Apple Pie Parser (APP) [12].
GATE: GATE is used to recognize specific elements which are
already predefined in its knowledge base (gazetteer). By default,
GATE is useful for identifying information such as name of
person, time, location, address and organization. In order to
maximise GATE capabilities for our application, we have
enriched the GATE knowledge base by adding a tourism
thesaurus. The tourism thesaurus contains lists of most common
concepts that can be used to describe/define information related to
the tourism domain such as attractions, environments and
transportations. The thesaurus is provided by the World Tourism
Organization specification. Table 1 shows some common
concepts for the tourism domain.
Table 1. Common Concepts in Tourism Domain

Figure 2. Visualization of Parse Tree generated by APP
Each of the concepts identified by GATE and APP will pass to the
next process, concept analysis. The concept analysis stage will
refine the concepts, whereby each concept will undergo word
stemming and concept frequency analysis. In cases where there
are articles in the front of nouns such as “the beach” or “a
beautiful beach”, the articles (such as “the”, “a” and “an”) will
also be removed. Sometime, the extractor will encounter noun
phases that contain adjectives and affective words such as the
highest mountain or beautiful sunset. Even though the study is not
focusing on the affective aspect of describing information, we do
support the use of affective words such as beautiful sunset for
describing an image instead of just sunset to facilitate higher
semantic information description. Furthermore, a sound semantic
image description does require feeling and thought. Table 2 shows
a result example generated from the text analyser.
Table 2. Text Analyser Component Output
Concept

Class

Frequency

Root word

Islands

Attraction

3

Island

Island

Attraction

3

Island

Kapas island

-

2

Invalid3

Malaysia

-

2

Malaysia

Terengganu

-

1

Terengganu

Attraction

Environment

Transportation

Activity

Tower

Beach

Airplane

Dancing

Gallery

Mountain

Bicycle

Hiking

3.3 Knowledge Bases Component

Bridge

City

Bus

Snorkelling

Garden

Island

Car

Paragliding

Museum

Lake

Coach

Climbing

The concepts extracted from text analyzer component will then
pass to the knowledge base component. The knowledge bases
component consists of ontologies and an open knowledge base,
which substitute for experts in the domain of interest. This
component is vital to provide us with the information needed to
identify concepts that are related to the domain.

APP: APP is a light weight domain free analyser that can handle
incomplete sentences, thus making it very suitable to handle text
from user generated documents, which are sometimes
unpredictable (e.g. incomplete or including abbreviations).
Figure 2 shows an example of APP output – a syntactic parse tree
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3.3.1 Malaysia Tourism Ontology (MTO):
The Malaysia Tourism Ontology is a specific domain ontology,
which is created to store information related to tourism in
Malaysia. The ontology was created based on the Harmonise
Project. It consists of two main roots which are Attraction and
Event. The Attraction and Event instances are added from
information gathered based on the Ministry of Malaysia Tourism
Portal.

3.3.2 Geonames Ontology
Geonames is a geographical database that can be used in finding
specific locations. We use the Geonames ontology to help us
identify concepts that can be associated with a location. Other
related parameters about the concept can be extracted to expand
the knowledge about the concept such as longitude and latitude of
the location, the geographical features and other names used to
describe the place.

3.3.3 DBpedia
Dbpedia is an open knowledge base created by the community to
extract structured information from Wikipedia and to make this
information available on the Web. Dbpedia uses the RDF
language for representing the extracted information. Dbpedia is
used to expand our information by matching the concepts found in
the document against the Dbpedia dataset. Results given by
Dbpedia may vary depending on the availability of structured
information. Unlike Geonames, DBpedia is created based on the
collaborative work of extracting information from the Wikipedia
website which has been producing a wide range of information of
multiple knowledge disciplines.
Each of the concepts extracted from the text analyzer will be
compared with the entries in the knowledge bases. The result of
the analysis is stored in RDF format. Table 3 shows some
concepts that can be identified by using the knowledge base
component.

Figure 3. Visualization for information extracted for Image
ID 1460920756.
In Figure 4, the image has triggered many interests which have
significantly increased its document length. The length of a
document corresponds directly with the significance of using text
analysis to analyse the document. In this example, there is some
ambiguity where the word beaches is also found in the document.
Nevertheless the frequency of the word is lower than other words
matched with attraction type.

Table 3. Knowledge Base Component Output
Concept

MTO

Geonames

Dbpedia

Melaka

Tour:Melaka

Geo:1734756

-

Malacca

Tour:Melaka

Geo:1733035

-

Famosa

Tour:St_Paul_Hill

-

Dbpedia:Famosa

Fortress

Tour:Attraction

-

-

Malaysia

-

Geo:1733045

Dbpedia:Malaysia

The output produced by the approach can be visualized as Figure
3. Concepts that are identified by the tool are linked to others by
information identified in the knowledge bases. For example, the
word famosa is identified in two sources which are Dbpedia and
MTO. Other concepts that have been captured by the tool are
tourist, tourism, stone, sky, sharing, power, portugis, protugal,
nice, n21, lovely historical, history, colonialism, exploration,
clouds, cannon, beautiful, architectural gems, ancient and
alfonsodalbequerque.

Figure 4. Visualization for information extracted for Image
ID 1203148615.
The lengths of the documents in our corpus vary from one to
another due to two main factors which are (1) lack of description
provided by the author of the document, and (2) the interest that
the image has triggered which usually will be reflected in the
numbers of comments/ feedback left by viewers. In the cases
where the length of the document is short, the analysis of term
frequencies does not provide any significant information to
provide a hint of the terms that can be used to represent the image.
In these cases, image analysis would be very useful for enhancing
the description of the image.

3.4 Image Analysis Component
The development of the Image analysis component is still in its
early stages, thus we will briefly describe the aims and tasks in
this component. The aim of the image analysis component is to
analyse the image itself to provide support for the information
gathered in the previous components thus giving higher
confidence when describing the images. The component will be
handling two main tasks, which are analysing the camera metadata
parameters (the Exif data) and analysing the image content (pixel
data).

3.4.1 Camera metadata parameter analysis.
Two most common camera metadata types embedded in images
are Exif and XMP metadata. Exif metadata is generated
automatically and captures the information of the camera settings
during the creation of the image. Exif metadata cannot be altered
and the data is embedded directly in the image. Moreover the
information of the Exif metadata could be lost if the user makes
modifications to the image. In contrast, the XMP metadata is
created manually by the user using the XMP tool. The XMP tool
allows the user to participate in adding more metadata to the
document such as a caption abstract via a caption writer editor,
object name, title and keywords via a general editor.

3.4.2 Image analysis.
The latter task will be executed by employing the Photocopain
system. Photocopain is a content based annotation tool which is
integrated with the AKTiveMedia image annotation system to
allow users to annotate images semi-automatically [18].
Photocopain will be used to help us to identify scenes, such as
views, objects (such as monument, building, mountain) and
festivals, which would provide a clue about the main interest of
the images. For example, information representation for an image
with a scenery view would possibly be closely related with
information such as location and temporal information of the
image, while an image with an object oriented scene, such as a
museum artefact, would trigger interest in different information
such as the name of the object and its location. Moreover, if we
could identify an image of a festival, then it would be useful to
integrate information about the festival with the image. Such
information will provide additional input and will be integrated
with information that has already been identified during the text
analysis stage to improve the reliability and thus enrich the
information representation of the images.

3.5 Information Retrieval Component
To ease the information retrieval process, we have created a
prototype for retrieving from an RDF triple store. The searching
can be done in two modes, which are, general search mode and
specific search mode. During the general search mode, the
searching is done my mapping terms added by users with the
concepts within each documents and the result will be presented
to users in the form of a list of the images. The semantic
representation of the information within each document will be
ignored during this mode as the query is done by using a flat text
index. To find information based on General Query Mode, the
SPARQL formulation query is as follow:
Query A: Find images X.
SELECT ?x
WHERE{
?term foaf:name ?x.
}

In the specific search mode, the searching mechanism will
undergo specific information mapping. To ease the query, we will
provide a simple form which will allow users to add information
that they knew and mark information that they want. Such
information will be used to create a query model in SPARQL
language. This query model than will be matched with the
semantic information representation of the documents (RDF

format). For example, finding information such as specific
location and attraction for images will be formulated as bellow:
Query B: Find information of location Y and attraction Z.
SELECT ?location ?attraction
WHERE{
?termLocation foaf:name ?y
?termLocation dbase:indicate “location”
?termLocation foaf:name ?z
?termLocation dbase:indicate “attraction”
}

The general search mode will generate a list of images that
matched with the query while the later search mode will generate
a list of images with additional information tailored to the query.
Searching by using the specific mode is done to identify specific
images or specific information related to the images.

4. Preliminary Results and Discussion
We conducted an information retrieval experiment to observe the
results produced by combining the natural language processing
and knowledge based approaches (KB + NLP). The experiment
tests the ability of the approach to find correct images compared
to the conventional full text (F) and tags based (T) searches. The
analysis is done by observing and comparing the semantic
information generated with a bag of words and tags. Tagging
does not have a standard method for different concepts, for
example, images related to “Mabul island” could be represented
in different patterns such as in the phrase (mabul island), one
single word (mabulisland) or with two words (mabul, island). In
cases where querying information involves phrases, for tagging,
we assumed queries matching to any of these patterns are correct.
For the KB + NLP approach, to ensure the quality of the
information used to describe the images, we only consider it is
correct if the query phrase found an exact match with the phrase
itself. The result of the analysis is shown in Table 4.
In this experiment, three approaches to search have been used to
identify images related to the queries, which are i) full text search,
ii) tags only and iii) knowledge base and natural language
analysis. In the first query, finding images of island, the
knowledge base and natural language processing (KB+NLP)
approach has found 41 images out of 43 relevant images (R’I),
while the full text (F) and tags (T) based search has identified 17
and 7 images respectively. In the second query, finding images of
mabul island as two words, the KB+NLP approach has identified
36 from 39 relevant images, while F search has identified 15
correct images and the T search has identified 5 correct images. In
the third search, finding images of “mabul island” as one phrase,
the KB+NLP approach has returned the similar result as in Query
2, while the F and the T based approach has found 10 and null
images respectively. Similar pattern can be seen in Query 4, 5 and
6. The KB+NLP approach has found all relevant images for
Query 4, Query 5 and Query 6 while F approach has identified 37,
7 and 5 images respectively and T approach has identified 30, 23
and null images respectively.
The advantages of using the KB+NLP approach is clearly on
recall, identifying more images than the F and T approaches. The
use of information in the knowledge bases has increased the
capabilities of the approach in expanding existing information
describing the images. For example, in this case, alternative
names for the mabul island entry such as mabul and pulau mabul

thus allowing the approach to associate/link these words with
mabul island. Moreover, the concept mabul island in MTO is also
associated with other information such as environment island and
attraction coral reef and activity scuba diving which provide
useful rich information to improve the capabilities of information
retrieval.

To test the usefulness of semantic annotation proposed by our
approach, we tried to find specific information about location,
environment and attraction of images. The semantic annotation
allows the information retrieval to narrow down the search and
identify images specifically tailored to users’ needs. Figure 5
depicts some of the images corresponding to the query.

The natural language processing is useful to identify concepts in
the form of phrases. In this experiment, mabul island was
identified from the textual description of the images despite it
being tagged as one word mabulisland or two different words
“mabul” and “island”. For our approach, we only consider the
correct image was found when the query matched with the phrase
mabul island thus other patterns will be considered as incorrect.
For Q2 and Q3, the phrase mabul island is treated as two separate
words and one phrase respectively. The effect of this can be seen
clearly in the full text and tags approaches.
Even though the KB+NLP approach found more images, it has a
low precision (0.015) compared to the full text search. In Q2 and
Q3, the approach has identified other islands such as Denawan
island and Sipadan island which maybe tagged or commented
with the keyword mabul or Mabul island. These three islands are
geographically located near to each other thus it is common to see
images of any of these islands described/commented together. For
Q5 and Q6, all of the approaches missed one image due to
misspelling of the word thaipusam.

Location: Kuala Lumpur
Environment: City
Attraction: building

Location: Langkawi
Environment: Island
Attraction: bridge

Table 4. Preliminary results For Precision And Recall
Query

Approach
F

Q1: Island
Q2:mabul
island
Q3:“mabul
island”
Q4: festival
Q5:thaipusa
m festival
Q6:“thaipusa
m festival”
Query

T

R’
I

Retrieved
(R)
17
16

Correct
(C)
17
15

R

C

KB+NL
P
R
C

7
7

7
5

41
39

41
36

43
39

10

10

0

0

39

36

39

37
27

37
27

30
23

30
23

41
31

41
31

41
32

5

5

0

0

31

31

32

Precision

Location: Kuala lumpur
Environment: city
Attraction:Mosque, buildings

Location: Mabul Island
Environment: Island
Attraction: coral reef

Figure. 5. Images with semantic annotations.

Recall

F

T

KB+NLP

F

T

KB+ NLP

Q1

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.395

0.162

0.953

Q2

0.937

0.714

0.923

0.384

0.128

0.923

Q3

1.000

0.000

0.923

0.256

0.000

0.923

Q4

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.902

0.731

1.000

Q5

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.843

0.741

0.989

Q6

1.000

0.000

1.000

0.156

0.000

0.989

Average

0.989

0.619

0.974

0.489

0.293

0.962

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we have been focusing on analysing text
descriptions within Web 2.0 documents. The use of knowledge
bases is vital to provide information needed to identify concepts
to describe the image. The integration of natural language tools
and knowledge bases is useful not only to identify the important
concepts but also to link the concepts to create a semantic
description of the image. We conclude that capturing a semantic
description of an image would help to tackle the looseness of the
semantics within Web 2.0 documents and thus could be useful to
improve information retrieval.
For future work, we are going to focus on analysing the images
themselves. The focus of this analysis is to identify information
conveyed by the images by focusing on Exif metadata parameters.
In our study, we would like to bridge the gap between images and
their text descriptions by integrating the information conveyed by
the images using an image analysis approach and the
corresponding information captured in text descriptions using a
natural language approach. Such sets of information hopefully
will complement each other to increase the reliability and enrich
the information used to represent the images and hence to
improve the information retrieval.
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